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Where do Alpine tour operators go to ride bikes for fun?
They ride here.
Words by Jon Woodhouse.
Photos by Irmo Keizer
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“Now when did I last see my seatpost?”

Sticking the chairs to the wall helped on space.

I

f you’ve ever idly gazed from a window as you travel, then
you might have started to look at the scenery and imagine
trails hidden there. I imagine most of us are guilty of traildaydreaming but in my slightly obsessed mind, every woodland
I pass and each hill, no matter how small, is bound to be
packed with mile upon mile of sweet, sinuous singletrack. Each trail
will be perfectly crafted, loaded with corners and challenges that lie
just on the right side of difficulty, flattering rather than crushing the
dreams of my competence. I’m sure that if I was to visit those sideplaces, more often than not I’d find myself and my dreams knee-deep
in a dank smelling bog, entangled in bramble and tingling with nettle
stings without a path in sight. Still, it’s a pleasant way to pass the time
whilst you travel, and the thought of that unknown potential always
makes me want to take a look at these overlooked places.
Traveller’s tales
Back to the present and I’m in a car, staring out of the window and
daydreaming of what might be. This time, however, my idle thoughts
are probably closer to truth than fiction, as I’m being driven from
that hub of Alpine activity, Geneva airport, to a destination unknown.
Destination X, actually. The hills and mountains I see whirring by,
obscured by the occasional blur of traffic, concrete barriers and road
signage, happen to be some of those in-between places. Passed over in

Even the uphill looks tasty.

favour of the better-known resorts, more glamorous names and more
established lift systems, I’ve been promised that I’ll get to know these
particular unknowns and that there’s a good chance my riding dreams
might come true in them, too.
The man with the plan - in fact a number of plans - is Ash Smith,
better known as one half of guiding company trailAddiction and,
when wearing his other hat, Mr. Trans-Provence. Unsurprisingly for
someone that stares at maps and finds trails for a living, he’s been
casting his eye further afield than even the reach of the Les Arcs
lift system can take a person. Ash is a bit of a map geek: driven to
search out new bits of riding, a trail connoisseur who likes to find
out whether the squiggle on the map is worth touching tyre to dirt
for. After lots of dead-end routes, he found an area of mountain
and woodland that seemed to be all but unknown to riders; and,
in somewhat dramatic style, he christened this new discovery
‘Destination X’.
To showcase it, he came up with an idea for a multi-day trip
that’d take in some well-known, less well-known and then virtually
unknown areas of the Alps. He dropped us a line suggesting that
someone from Singletrack might want to come along and never
being one to turn down an offer like that, I’d accepted, despite details
on where exactly we’d be going being thin on the ground. Still, as the
enthusiastic email said: “It’s going to be a truly legendary, NEVER
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done before route, 100% promise.”
Having done my fair share of riding in the Alps [Jon was an
Alpine guide for two seasons - Understatement Ed], this piqued my
interest. I’m no hardened explorer and I’d rather take lift systems
and suspension over self-supported slogging, but I liked the idea of
all-mountain exploration, a mini adventure with lots of miles; big
landscapes and mountains but enough technical descending (and
mechanical ascending) to make it worth hauling around a bike with
enough bounce to keep it fun.
Accompanying me would be photographer Irmo plus Bas and
Michiel, three fellow Dutchmen from Up/Down mountain bike
magazine. After our first attempt at the trip was aborted when
torrential rain, feet of snow and some of the grimmest summertime
weather for years had struck, flights were shuffled, plans rejigged and
it all came together perfectly. By happy coincidence the rescheduled
date would tie in with the unholy pork, bike and beer fest that is
Eurobike, hopefully leaving me with enough good memories to make
a week of bikes, but no riding, tolerable.
Let’s get this show on the road…
With just a brief stop to pack a medium-sized estate car with enough
pop-up tents to house a seven-day stage race, we arrive at the start of
our adventure, a train station surrounded by mountains. Once we’ve
all introduced ourselves and taken measure of bikes as well as body
mass index - an important point if you fear you might have your legs
torn off you over several days and a few thousand metres of climbing
- we transfer our kit into the van which will be ferrying our luggage
and ourselves around. Our driver is Rich, a trailAddiction guide who
is strangely enough also a Calderdale valley dweller when he’s not
living the Alpine high life. He delivers us to our first overnight stop,
Val d’Isere, where we wolf down pizzas and then have a brief hunt to
find one of the few open bars in summertime. We chat bikes, riding

and life in general before heading back to sort through mountains of
kit and hit the sack. I’m instantly asleep.
We wake early, Rich having got up even earlier to hunt down
everyone’s breakfast. With crumbs still on my mouth, we’re into
the van for our first uplift to the Col d’Iseran. Despite the early
hour there are road cyclists slogging skinny tyres up steep tarmac.
I’m happy to be in the van, a dribbly nose and hint of bloody
mucus serving to remind me of the altitude. The top of the col is a
moonscape, with broken shale surrounding us on all sides. Wheels
and frames turn into bikes, faffs are fettled and it’s time to ride. I feel
pretty woozy and the first few water bars come too quickly, the trail
tightening and narrowing, shale slithering under rubber. The trick
seems to be: drift, compensate for that gusting sidewind, hop, pop
and pedal. I do love riding bikes. The view into the valley is glorious;
a sharp channel flanked by steep mountains, our destination the tiny
houses below.
As we descend lower the trail tightens and we start to encounter
vegetation before ducking into the trees. It’s here, as we cross the
grassy strip that would be a ski piste in winter, that I see Bas tumble
over the bars. It’s not a good start for him. He stands and one shoulder
is much lower than the other. This is his first ride since recovering
from a broken collarbone and the sound of Dutch expletives suggests
a fresh one. He’s more annoyed than in pain but continues to ride,
winding more sedately back to Val d’Isere.
HEIDI-definition
We say goodbye and good luck to Bas and get stuck into the first bit
of climbing. I’m bitterly regretting following fashion with just a single
ring up front; others spin, I grind and sweat. It’s something that I’ll be
getting used to over the next few days. The trail we’re doing, called
High Exposure Isère Descent Itinerary or HEIDI for short, is 60km
of almost entirely singletrack riding, a net downhill but with a 1000m
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Holiday photos.

Jon always brings his chief food taster.

Baguette specs: 786mm wide, 0º rise.

It sucks as much as it looks.
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chunk of uphill to make us pay our dues. The first section delivers on
the high exposure, the edges dropping away on one side as the high
alpine pasture threads underneath a rocky outcrop; the lake below
hundreds of metres away but seemingly close enough to touch. It’s
best to focus on the prize however; the reward being a perfect ribbon
of hard-packed dirt through grass and wildflower, mountains towering
above and below. As we descend, the trail offers more, with tight, fast
switchbacks cropping up in a blur of speed, the rattle of suspension
and howl of brakes mentally silenced by concentration and joy. It’s
a pleasure to follow Ash, my mind almost unthinking as I copy each
turn and line; the gap between us no greater than the time needed
to react. The sound of tyres scraping earth behind breaks through my
trance; there’s someone else doing exactly the same a bike’s length
away from me, too.
We stop and enthuse, all wide grins and chatter, bodies moving
unconsciously as we talk of the many corners. Still, it’s time to sweat
with exertion again and we up saddles and climb fireroad to our
first stop, a small mountain hut. Ash disappears inside and comes out
beaming with a plate of saucisson; we wash the hard, garlic-tasting
cured sausage down with sweet cold swigs of Coke. Although basking
in the sunshine in this beautiful high pasture surrounded by specks
of bright coloured flowers is immensely relaxing, it’s time to move
on and see yet another side of this trail. We ride down, into darker
woods and harder terrain; soil giving way to rock, a section of broken

boulders in the open punctuating the flow with hard, steppy moves,
spitting us out with aching forearms and tense thighs; the harsh sound
of metal on stone mixed with the soft squelch of full travel as pedals
catch and suspension earns its keep. Come the end and bikes are as
battered as bodies. Irmo’s ‘race tuned’ forks are vomiting oil and the
shiny gold of my shock body is silver where it’s met rock and lost.
I fantasise about food as we pedal on road to the funicular that will
take us to our overnight stop in Les Arcs, thoughts revolving around
cheese and bread. As the train whirs uphill we sit in silence on the
floor, a well-earned sheen of sweat and effort on our faces. It’s been
a hell of a first day. The final, brutal-feeling but insignificant road
climb feels very hard but we finally meet up with Bas again to drink
Weißbier as storm clouds strafe from one side of the valley to the
other. Perfect timing; made even sweeter by food, a shower and fresh
clothing.
The next day, we once again wake early, shake the fuzz of the
previous evening’s beers from our heads and hit the trail system of Les
Arcs. This is Ash’s home turf and we head up and down on lifts with a
mix of man-made and natural trails all morning. A particular highlight
is the freshly cut piece of trail used for a recent enduro race: a loamy,
sloppy and root-packed piece of wild riding that twists and turns with
highly entertaining flat bends leading into tiny catch berms. Rich has
joined us for the first part of the ride today, despite a heavy night at
the staff party the previous night. It’s plain to see what riding your

I know I left a line here somewhere…

bike in big mountains every day does to a person: mostly, having
a serious aversion to braking for anything except at the very last
second. After an entertaining morning riding together, we part ways.
It’s time for us to go uphill, heading away from Les Arcs and further
in to the Tarentaise valley, towards the promised land of Destination
X. We dally as long as possible at a small glade, filling up with water
and removing knee pads for the ordeal ahead. I’ve learnt by now
that it’s pointless asking Ash how much climbing there will be; he’s
got a guide’s mind and can simply block out protracted suffering if
it leads to something worthwhile. The singletrack climb starts easily
then rapidly heads up, moving out of the treeline and into the fields
of scree above, boulders and rocks littering the landscape as we spin,
scrabble and slide out, then accept that we have to push to the top.
On top of the world
We’re on the edge of the La Varda national park, wending our way
down the valley at a very pleasing gradient. As I push and pump
through the corners I realise just how incredible it is to be in the
mountains on a warm, clear day, riding a bike without a care in the
world. The sticky, sweaty, sick feeling and snare drum pulse I felt as
we climbed just minutes ago is forgotten. Today is set to be even
more special as our overnight stop is a mountain refuge, followed
by a 20km descent for breakfast. There is still plenty of riding to be
done now though and as a fresh valley opens up in front of us, we
see a trail switchbacking its way down the hillside; the easy gradient
getting steeper, the turns more technical until a bewilderingly steep
and rocky trail begins to thud and stutter beneath our wheels. It has
flow but you need to work hard to extract it; picking lines in advance,
spotting the rocks that will hold you and trying to avoid those whose
only purpose seems to be tearing off a mech or catching a pedal.
We’re almost done when Ash rounds a corner in front of me and
his bike stops dead, throwing him face first towards the upslope and

an unforgiving looking rock. I stop and jump from the bike expecting
to see something awful, but he’s got away with just a banged hip
rather than a smashed face. His bike is less lucky, the rotor having
caught a rock protruding from the inside, bending it ever so neatly
at a 45 degree angle. We both do a bit of flapping, Ash does a bit of
swearing and we both acknowledge that he got away lightly. One
broken person is unfortunate, two would have been careless. It’s only a
small walk down to the bottom, where we remove the rotor and Ash
arranges for a spare to be brought to the next resort we’ll be hitting.
Then we’re off to Spiderpig, a trail that even Ash hasn’t ridden
despite it being on the fringes of his stomping ground. It’s worth
the fireroad slog to the top, a million times over. A sliver of needlecoated trail winds sinuously through the trees, our speed picking up
as we pop from side to side, the switchbacks having that just-so radius
that enhances, rather than interrupts the flow. A naturally bermed
hairpin around a tree stump feels like it goes full circle, throwing us
out faster than we enter, gently helping us skywards on the exit. We
ride faster and faster, moments of freedom from gravity under our
wheels coming thick and fast as the trail falls away only to land at a
gentle angle, with the mildest hint of a hip jump before last-minute
braking and a complete reversal of direction as the next switchback
passes. It’s a little piece of perfection.You’d swear it was created by
a trail building genius, rather than being a semi-chaotic path worn
by people travelling up or down a mountainside. If this was in a
trail centre, people would be flocking from all corners to ride it, but
thankfully it isn’t; instead it stays tucked away in a vast forest on a
huge hillside, unspoilt and silent save for our own brief disturbance.
Uplifting, but no uplift
As we reach the bottom and prepare ourselves for the final climb
of the day, I reflect on what a broad variety has been laid before us.
We’ve experienced such a wide range of riding already, with plenty
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Flicking the vees.

That’ll adjust out just fine.

Riders need romance too…
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still to come. It’s an uplifting feeling for tired legs and body, though
the next couple of hours are unlikely to be ones that will stay with
me as we start 800m of vertical up. As I climb, I silently curse my
own stupidities. Fitness, chain ring and rucksack are singled out; never
mind draggy rubber and suspension that felt so good when gravity
was my friend. After my self-loathing is done, I start to zone out; turn
the pedals and let my thoughts go where they will. A few vertical
hundred metres is spent thinking of terrible puns, another hundred
passes mentally singing a song I don’t like, over and over.
Ahead is something that snaps me out of it - a pickup truck with a
slightly wild-looking tall gentleman stood next to it. It’s the guardian
of the mountain hut, and he’s borrowed the shepherds’ truck to give
us a lift to the top. It’s like having a sentence revoked; we’ve got out
of our bit of penance. Bikes loaded, we get in, the smell of cattle thick
and the detritus of mountain farming cast around the cab; electric
fence posts, plastic tubs of unknown contents and spools of wire.
As it starts to drizzle, we bounce and clatter to the top, a rainbow
appearing in the valley below.
When we get to the cabane, high above the cloud-filled valley,
we’re welcomed jovially by another rather weather-beaten resident
of the hut. He shouts and laughs - from my limited French I gather
that we smell of cows, but I’m sure that if the old man gets close to us
the animal smell won’t be from anything that goes moo. The prospect

of warm food and a beer, then bed is slightly sullied by the discovery
that one of my knee pads fell off where I used it to protect my bike
on the way up and is somewhere further down the climb. Superstition
tells me I’m bound to crash and fall on that unprotected knee if I
leave it behind, so it’s back down to pay my penance properly. The
shepherds and their pickup pass me, heading back to the valley floor.
Mal chance indeed. I find the pad looking dusty and forlorn in the
middle of the road, turn around and steadily climb back up. It’s not so
bad; the thought of food along with the freedom from the oppressive
weight of cameras, kit and clothing on my back makes it less of a
chore.
The cabane is a magical little place, a wooden chalet and outhouses
perched by a small pond and grassy pasture below. We make idle
chatter in French to the residents, some fluently, myself less so. It
seems a simple life, a trip down to the valley once a week for food
and the rest of the time spent alone playing dice, sometimes looking
after passing walkers, local shepherds and day tripping families,
although mountain bikers are apparently a rare breed here.
Night falls and the temperature drops as we gorge ourselves on
soup and bread, covered thickly with cheese and cream, probably
from the local herd. Up next is tartiflette, a bit of the local Savoyard
cooking I like a lot: slices of potato and Reblochon cheese, all cooked
together with cream. It’s ideal as a mountain dinner but I struggle to

Not just fast. Alps fast.

finish it and admit defeat, belly bulging and feeling extremely drowsy.
We sit and chat quietly about the day’s riding, still buzzing from the
final descent. I’ve had experience with mountain huts and shared
dorms before, so as I get into bed I slip a set of earplugs brought for
the occasion, ready for a good night’s sleep.
There’s always one…
We wake shortly after sunrise and I’m informed that earplugs were
a good choice; there were two snoring sleepers in the night, one
was the old man and the other was me. I feel rather rested however
and tuck into bread, cheese and coffee in the crisp morning light.
We wave goodbye and head through the pasture and down the hill.
It’s a hell of a wake up, the trail winding through the grass down the
hillside, past herds of black cows who seem totally unperturbed by
us. So long and thanks for the cheese, des vaches. Once again, the
trail changes character as we fall towards the valley bottom, with the
deep-set path getting faster, looser and broader, eventually turning
into switchbacks that require bus-driver amounts of lock and absolute
certainty that your tyre won’t slip, before following the path of a
mountain stream in a cool, dark gully; all damp air and dew-wet rock.
Down in town, it seems that our days seem to rotate around riding
and eating, scoffing pasta as we wait for Rich and our lift. It’s time to
head for the col that is the gateway to the trails we’ve heard about.
Our first taste isn’t what we expect - after an all-too-brief descent
it’s time to grind up, before shouldering our bikes still further up
a trail that’s been turned to mush by the hooves of cattle. As we’ve
now come to expect, the reward is greater than the suffering. A trail
atop a long ridgeline thrills with speed, the sheer drop metres away
easily forgotten. Once again we’re greeted with rainbows in the valley
below as we swoop and whoop our way down. Whatever unspeakable
sacrifices Ash made to get nature to play for the occasion, they were
well worth it.

In the treeline the trail has massive natural berms which are feet
high and I hear a burst of excited Dutch from Michiel and Irmo; the
only thing I can make out is “super bobsleigh-bahn”, which seems
to sum that section up pretty damn well. Lower still we find rocky,
dusty corners that invite our best attempts at two-wheel drifting
and we duly oblige. Every ten minutes the trail changes character;
it’s mountain biker pick’n’mix, in fact it’s a bloody all-you-can-eat
buffet. We’ve certainly gorged by the time we get to the quiet little
village that sits at the heart of this wonderland. I ask Ash if there’s any
more riding like what we’ve just done; apparently he and his crew
have only scratched the surface. At the hotel we sit and get mildly
drunk on adrenaline, beer and dehydration. A very welcome shower
and some fresh clothing follow, before we feast on delicious food.
We stand and prop the bar up afterwards, still excitedly talking before
submitting to tiredness and a soft, clean bed.
One more down
The next morning we find that the area we’re now in does things
a little differently. It’s not obviously criss-crossed with lifts; instead,
we get a bus to the top of the mountain. They’re specially kitted out
with racks inside and outside to cope with demand and there seems
to be a small, vibrant scene of local riders. We drowse our way to
the top in soft seats, the long days behind us starting to catch up. We
head into a couple of tiny ski resorts; mostly used by locals during the
winter season. There are a surprising number of built downhill trails
scattered across the hillsides, serviced by small chairlifts here and there.
Today we’re sticking to the buses though; the beauty of this area is the
choice of short built downhills or long ‘freeride’-style routes, and it’s
one of these which Ash wants to show us.
As we get our now battered bikes ready for our final descent of the
trip, I feel a twinge of sadness. In the past few days we’ve packed an
awful lot of riding into a short space of time. We’ve ridden through
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Question mark trails.
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a changing landscape, from harsh jagged peaks with broken rock fields
above lush alpine pasture, long ridgelines with tiny villages below, steep
sided woods and tight technical riding to gently swooping trails. It’s
been a little bit of everything and this is to be our last taste. I really
don’t want it to end, but it’s time to ride one final time and we’re going
to make it count. As we descend, the different textures and feel of
riding fly by one after the other. Steep open sections lead to undulating
woodland, criss-crossed with roots. We descend further, giggling with
a kind of madness, riding with something that bridges energy and
exhaustion. We plummet down steep rocky chutes, blinded by dust; we
fly into beechnut covered ground that feels hollow until the sharp jolt
of hidden rock breaks the spell. We edge through steep turns, descend
at breakneck speed. We ride with care and abandon. When the trail
runs out and we’re back on tarmac, a train ride away from the end of
the journey, we sit at a takeaway and drink one final beer. It seems a
low key end to our little adventure but the smiles on our dust covered
and tired faces are enough, a testament to the variety of nature and the
sheer, life-affirming joy of experiencing it any way you can.
Big thanks to: Ash and all at trailAddiction, especially Rich; Bas, Michiel
and Irmo for good company and humour; the local people that looked after
us - especially Cabane Mont Jovet and Hotel Christiana; and of course Alpine
orogeny* for making some cracking mountains to visit in the first place.
* Wikipedia says this is: “forces and events leading to a severe structural deformation of the
Earth’s crust due to the engagement of tectonic plates.” We say this is: Jon being a smartarse.
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Okay, it’s not such a big secret anymore. After many seasons in
Les Arcs, trailAddiction spent a number of years searching for
a second location before eventually settling on the ArechesBeaufort area, also known as the Beaufortain Massif. They
decided to call it Destination X to keep the exact location quiet
while they were setting things in motion - cue 30 or so paying
customers turning up last summer with no idea of where they
were going on holiday. The fact the area is sandwiched between
two large, better-known ski areas is also a plus, as our trip proved.
You can stitch together a pretty epic ride here if you know
where to go, but TA are offering it as a ‘bolt-on’ package from
2012, giving you the option to stay another three days after one
of their week-long packages.
Destination X’s geography consists of long and narrow
mountains, giving a huge choice of trails with everything from
steep, techy descents off the side to longer, flowing routes along
the ridgelines. The bus shuttle from right down in Albertville
is particularly useful. It runs four times a day and gives huge
potential to descend the vast western flanks of the Beaufortain
Massif. When combined with the lift system, this gives around
1700m of gravity-assisted singletrack riding. Along with some
special uplifts and a willingness to pedal, you can head towards
the Mont Blanc massif and as high as 3000m to get some serious
amounts of epic descending done with a minimum of effort in
a quiet, practically unknown Alpine setting. Oh, and the food’s
amazing, too…
To find out more, head to: www.trailaddiction.com/destination_x.php

